It is shown that the following are equivalent.
Introduction
Investigakion of the structure of complete degrees has been an established area of complexity theory. Particular attention has been paid to the polynomialtime many-one complete degrees (in short, <! , -complete degrees) of well known classes, e.g., NP, EXP, NEXP etc. For the class EXP, it has been shown that the <P,-complete degree of EXP coincides with the <y,li-complete degree [4, 19, 91 . A weaker result is known for the class NEXP-the <%-complete degree of NEXP coincides with the <:-complete degree [9] . For the FP,-complete degree of NP, although no absolute result is known, there exist two contradictory con,jectures about its structure [5, 1 4 . While the isomorphism conjecture, proposed in [ 5 , 1 states that the <!,,-complete degree of NP coincides with the p-isomorphic degree, the encrypted complete set conjecture, proposed in [14] , (effectively) states that the <y,li-complete degree of NP does not coincide with the <y,li,i-complete degree of NP. Moreover, it has also been shown that the answer t o any of the above conjectures cannot be obtained via relativizable techniques [17, 71. This has prompted the investigation of the following more general question: does there exist some <';,li-degree that does not coincide with a <';,li,i-degree? KO, Long, and Du [15] , in a surprising result, showed that the answer to the general question is subtle-every <y,,i-degree coincides with a <T,,i,idegree if and only if P = UP if and only if there is a iy,,i-degree within the 2-tt-complete degree of EXP that coincides with a <?,li,i-degree. Since Ly,li,idegrees are also p-isomorphic degrees [5] , the above 1063-6870/95 $04.00 0 1995 IEEE result implies that every <y,li-degree coincides with it p-isomorphic degree if and only if P = UP.
In the same spirit as above, the relationship between the <?-and p-isomorphic degrees has been characterized by Fenner, Kurtz, and Royer [8] -every <:-degree coincides with a p-isomorphic degree if and only if P = PSPACE if and only if there is a L?:degree within the 2-tt-complete degree of EXP that coincides with a p-isomorphic degree. An excellent survey of results concerning polynomial-time many-one degrees and its functional restrictions can be found in [16] .
It is clear from the (lack of) results above that, a t present, the structure of <!,-complete degrees is not well understood. However, the structure of col-ri. plete degrees under some weaker reducibilities has been completely described. In [l] it was shown thai <&'-complete degrees of classes closed under logspact reductions coincide with <:$"-complete degrees but not with 1-L-isomorphic degrees. Also, it was showrl that the <kNL-complete degrees of classes closed under logspace reductions coincide with 1-NL-isomorphic degrees. Here 1-L and 1-NL reductions are computed respectively by deterministic and non-deterministic logspace TMs with a one-way input head.
All of the above results are concerning the relationship between degrees under various functional restrictions of the polynomial-time (or, 1-L, 1-NL) reducibility. What can we say about the relationship between degrees (especially complete degrees) under two diflerent reducibilities, e.g., polynomial-time and logspace, or, 1-L and 1-NL? Few results of this kind arc available. One such result was shown in [l] : for any class closed under logspace reductions, the completc degrees under c-L and 1-omL reducibilities (both tht reducibilities are restrictions of the logspace reducibility) coincide.
In this paper, we study the relationship betweep <m '-NL-and <;'-degrees (in general, <;'-degrees cannot be defined in the standard way as the class of 1-L functions is not closed under composition; we use the transitive closure of the reducibility relation to define these degrees, see next section). We show that there is a <&NL-degree that coincides with a <hL-degree if and only if DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) if and only if for every class C closed under logspace reductions, the <kNL-complete degree of C coincides with the .<;'-complete degree.
From the first equivalence of the above result we get that under the assumption DSPACE(n) # 
Preliminaries
The strings are over C = ( 0 , l ) . For a string s, 1s denotes its length. For a finite set of strings S , I'SI( denotes the number of strings in S . Set E=" denotes the set of all strings of length n. For any string s and for any number i, 1 < i < Is(, s[i] denotes the ith bit of s.
Our model of computation is Turing machines with a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape and a read-write work tape.
For a resource bound r on TMs, we denote by F ( r ) the class of total functions computed by TMs within the resource bound of r. For the class of functions F ( r ) , we say that f is an r -c o m p u t a b l e f u n c t i o n , or simply, an r f u n c t i o n , iff E F ( r ) ; and f is r-invertible if there is a function g E F ( r ) such that g ( f ( z ) = z for every z. We say that set A <& (<;h,i; B if there is a many-one (one-one, length-increasing; oneone, length-increasing and r-invertible) r-computable function f reducing A to B . The I L -d e g r e e s are equivalence classes induced by the relation <&. Similarly, one defines the <;,,i-and <;,li,i-degrees. Whenever we talk of a function computed by a nondeterministic T M , we assume that the T M , on any then DSPACE(n) # NSPACE(n). The a b ove corolinput, outputs the same string on all accepting paths A 1-L T M is a deterministic Turing m/c with i l read-only input tape, a write-only output tape and i, logspace-bounded work tape such that its input head is one-way, i.e., it moves from left to right only. Further, at the beginning of the computation, 1r''gnl is written on the work tape, where n is the length of the input. The class calF(1-L ) denotes the class of total functions computed by these TMs. These functions were first defined in [ll] for studying complete sets for DLOG. The class of &'-complete sets for NP is a fairly large one: it was shown in [Ill that all known natural NP-complete sets are <k'-complete as well.
In general, 1-L functions are not closed under coinposition as 1-L TMs need 1rlogn1 written on the work tape at the beginning of the computation. Therefore, the standard notion of degrees is not well defined fot these reductions. We define =$' -degrees to be tht equivalence classes of the transitive closure of the relation <kL. The < k L -c o m p l e l e degree for a class C can now be defined as before.
For the above definition of <k'-degrees, it is possible that there are two sets in a <kL-degree that do not reduce to each other via a 1-L reduction. Nevertheless, it can be shown that the <&'-complete degree of any class closed under logspace reductions consists entirely of <kL-complete sets and therefore, every pair of sets in such degrees reduce to each other via I-L reductions (this result follows directly from results in [l] , however, it has not been proved explicitly since the
,
'-'-complete degrees were defined there t o be just the class of all Sk'-complete sets).
A 1-NL T M is a non-deterministic Turing m/c with the rest of the conditions being same as for a 1-L T M . Class F(1-NL) contains total function: that are computed by 1-NL TMs (as these TMs are non-deterministic, they output the same string on all accepting paths). These functions are closed undei composition-to compute f o g on input 2 (both j and g are 1-NL functions computed by TMs M f and Mg respectively), a 1-NL T M first guesses the length of f ( z ) , then simulates M f on z and A4 on its output with the guessed length and accepts iff the guessed length turns out to be correct. It is obvious that every <kL-degree is contained in a <kNL-degree.
The characterization
The structure of <i'-and _<kNL-complete degrees for various classes has been investigated intensively (see [3, 9, 12, 6, 2, 11) . As a culmination of this research, the structure of these degrees (for classes closed under logspace reductions) was completely described in [I] . It was shown there that for every class closed under logspace reductions, <kL-complete degree coincides with the <:Iii-complete degree, and sets in this degree are 2-L-isomorphic (2-L reductions are computed by logspace DTMs with a one-way input head that is allowed to make two left-to-right scans of the input) but not 1-L-isomorphic. For 1-NL re-ducibility, it was shown that for any class closed under logspace reductions, the <kNL-complete degree coincides with <:J;f-complete degree, and sets in this degree are 1-NL-isomorphic. In the proof of our results below, we shall be using several results and ideas of [l] . We shall also need the following definitions about 1-NI, TMs.
For the purposes of definitions below, let M be a 1-NL TM computing a total function f . Since M is a non-deterministic TM, there may be several accepting paths of M on input x, and therefore, several computation sequences on 5 . It will be enough if we can identify one such sequence as the output of M on every accepting path is the same.
For any input t o M of size n , and given numbers k and b with kb 5 n , we divide the input string in k + 1 disjoint adjacent blocks with the first k blocks containing b consecutive bits and the ( k + l)th containing the last n -kb bits. We shall be interested in the behavior of M a t the boundaries of these blocks.
Since the iinput head of M is one-way, M can 'enter'
any of these k + 1 blocks from the left only. In a computaticin sequence of M on x, we say that a configuration t3 is an entry configuration of M into the lth block, 1 < 1 5 k + 1, if the input head position in the configuration is a t x [ ( l -1)b + 11 (i.e., a t the beginning of the Ith block) and in the configuration just before C in the sequence, the input head position is at
e., a t the end of ( I -l)th block). For the first block, the initial configuration is the entry configuration. We now define restriction of computation sequences of M to these entry configurations of M . Let ' e 1 be the concatenation operation between sets i.e., for sets S and T , S-T = {xy I x E S A y E T }
The following lemma was proved in [l] . 
The above lemma will be the key to our proof. Using it, we can define a reduction of any set B E C to a 5k'VL-complete set A of C that has several nice properties. We now prove the first implication of our characterization. Proof. Our first observation is that if in the procedurr: SE& of Lemma 3.4, the input is a binary representation of number n , instead of I n , the procedure becomes NSPACE(n) computable. Since DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n), the procedure is DSPACE(n) com. putable. In other words, the procedure SEQ-with input 1"-is computable in logspace.
Let A be a <kNL-complete set for C and B E C We now show that there is a 1-L reduction of B to A. 
=
Both the above sets belong t o NSPACE(1og n ) . Again, by replacing 1" in the input tuple by n we can make them belong to NSPACE(n), and hence to DSPACE(n). Therefore, both 0 1 and 0 2 are logspace computable. Using procedures for deciding membership of these two sets, Mh can compute the output of M between configurations C; and Ci+1 using thc following procedure. The above procedure is clearly logspace computable as both 0 1 and 0 2 are. That it computes the output of A4 between Ci and C;+1 is also easy to see. The only point to note is that when there are more than one guess paths from D1 to D' then both the paths must output the same string (actually the output would be at most one bit) as M must output the same string on all accepting paths by definition.
Thus, we have B <kL A via h. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now show the other non-trivial direction of the characterization.
Theorem 3.6 If there is a <kNL-degree that coincides with a <:'-degree t h e n DSPACE(n) NSPACE( n
L'et B be a set in the <kNL-degree that coincides with a S&'-degree. Define B to be the set {Ox I z E I?} U { l z I z E E*}. Clearly, B is in the same <kNLr-degree as B .
Let L be any set in NSPACE(n). We show that L E DSPACE(n). Define the set BL as:
Iyl.=.1~1, (3) y E h , and (4 z is the characthe lexicographic ordering) of E*.
teristic vector of L for the 2 rst IzI strings (in Set BL is in the same SkNL-degree as B: to reduce B to BL, a, 1-NL T M first outputs the input z and then computes and outputs the characteristic vector of L for the first 1x1 strings of C* (it can be done within logspace by the T M as every such string has length a t most log 121 and NSPACE(n) is closed under complemen1;ation 6 3 , 181). To reduce BL to B, a 1-NL T M works in t e following way: first guess n to be the length of the input (note that the string written on the work.tape gives it an upper bound on the input length); if n is even then output the first n/2 bits of the input and check if the next n/2 bits give the characteristic vector of L for the first n/2 strings of E*; if yes and the input length is equal to n then accept, otherwise reject; if the last n/2 bits do not represent the characteristic vector of L or n is odd, output a string not in B and accept if the guessed length matches with the actual length else reject.
ideas from [l] , we can prove the following lemma ?see next section).
Lemma 3.7 If a <kNL-degree coincides with a <;'-degree then any two sets in the degree reduce t o each other via size-increasing 1-L reductions.
By our ,assumption, the s k r -d e g r e e of B coincides with the <kL-degree of B . Therefore, by the above lemma, there exists a size-increasing 1-L reduction, say f , of B t o BL. Now, the following procedure recognizes L .
Usin
On input z, let z be the nth string in the lexicographic ordering of strings of C*. Compute the length of the string f ( l z n ) . Let it be m. Now, compute the (m/2 + n)th bit of f ( l z n ) and accept iff this bit is 1.
The above procedure is deterministic and works within linear space. To see that it recognizes L , we note that 12n E B and f is a size-increasing reduction of B t o B1,. Therefore, f(12n) must belong to BL, ana its length, m, must be a t least 2n. Since f(12n) E 6~ m is even and the last m/2 bits of f(1") represent the characteristic vector of L for the first m/2 2 n strings of C*. Thus, the ( m / 2 + n)th bit of f ( l z n ) is 1 iff z E L.
Since the choice of the set L was arbitrary, we get that NSPACE(n) C DSPACE(n).
Combining the results of the above two theorems, we get Theorem 3.8 The following three statements are equivalent.
DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n)
2. There is a <kNL-degree that coincides with a <kL -degree.
For every class C closed under logspace reduc, lions, the <kNL-complete degree of C coincide.?: with the <&'-complete degree o f C .
Let R k L ( D ) denote the class of sets that are reducible to D via 1-L reductions. We get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.9 For any class C closed under logspace reductions that has a <hNL-complete set the following holds. There is a s e c D
Proof. Let B be a <kNL-complete set for C. Take D to be the set BL defined in the proof of Theorem 3.6.
Then, D is <kNL-complete for C and if it is FkLcomplete for C then DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) (b! Theorem 3.6). On the other hand, if DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) then indeed D is <:' -complete for C (b! Theorem 3.5).
When C is any class closed under logspace reductions and is properly contained in DSPACE(n), e.g., DLOG, NLOG, DSPACE(log2 n ) , NSPACE(log2 n ) etc., the above corollary gives us an upward separation result.
A curious result follows by setting C = EXP.
Corollary 3.10 There is a set D E EXP such that if
and if DSPACE(n) # NSPACE(n) then DLOG -
R ;~( D ) as non-empty.
Proof. Again, we let D to be the set BL defined in the proof of Theorem 3.6 for a <kNL-complete set B of EXP. The case when DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) follows from the Corollary 3.9 above. If DLOG C_ R k L ( D ) then D is <&'-hard for DLOG. By a result proved in [l] , it follows that D is also <:>ti-hard for DLOG. Therefore, there is a size-increasing 1-L reduction of 1* to D . Now, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.6, it follows that L E DSPACE(n) and therefore DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n).
As for the relationship between the complet,e degrees under logspace and polynomial-time reductions, we can easily obtain the following result using the proof idea of Theorem 3.6. Theorem 3.11 If E # DSPACE(n) then the 5%-complete degree of PSPACE properly contains the -<$g-complete degree of PSPACE.
Proof.
Suppose that the <%-complete degree of PSPACE coincides with the Skg-complete degree. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we take a set A in the <P,-complete degree of PSPACE and a sky-complete set L of E, and define the set A L . Set AL is <P,-complete for PSPACE and by our assumption, is also <;g-complete. For PSPACE, it is known that the <$g-complete degree coincides with the <:$-complete degree [lo] . Therefore, set Ar, is <tyi-completefor PSPACE. Let f be a size-increasing logspace reduction of 1* to A L . Again, as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we get that L E DSPACE(n).
The above result can be shown for deterministic classes above PSPACE also.
Proof of Lemma 3.7
In [l] , it was shown that for every class closed under logspace reductions, the <:' -complete degree of the class coincides with the <~~f"-complete degree. A somewhat easier proof can be given to show that the <&'-complete degree coincides with the &"-complete degree. We adopt this easier proof for our purposes. However, we need to modify the proof in several places to make it work here.
The outline of the proof in [1] is as follows. Given a <kL-complete set A of class C that is closed under logspace reductions, and any set B E C, a coded version of the set code(B) is constructed such that code(B) also belongs to C. Now, there must be a 1-L reduction of code(B) to A since A is <:' -complete.
Let it be f. Then, based on f , a 1-L reduction of B to code(B), called g j , is constructed such that f o g j is a size-increasing 1-L reduction of B to A (in fact, f o gf is also one-one on E=" for large enough n but we do not need this fact here). While adopting the above proof, we have to take care of the following two points. Firstly, we have only a skNL-degree instead of a class closed under logspace reductions. We can consider the class R k N L ( A ) (i.e., the class of sets that reduce to A via 1-NL reductions) for a set A belonging to the degree, but this class is only closed under 1-NL reductions. So the proof has to be modified to work for classes closed under 1-NL reductions. Secondly, although the <kNL-degree of A is the FgNL-complete degree of class R k N L ( A ) , and it coincides with a <kL-degree, it is not clear if this degree is also S&'-complete degree of RkNL(A).
So, for two sets A1 and A2 in this degree, we can only say that there is a finite sequence of set.s Bl.,
by the transitive closure of 5;'). Thus, to show that A1 L:LL Az, we must do some more work.
We now describe our construction. Let B be a set in the <kNL-degree under consideration. Define a partial function I as given by the following procedure. to be the length of Iy'l. It rejects if n is not an exact, power of two. Now, before scanning the remaining string y", it branches into three paths. In all the three paths it assumes that each ui in y" is of the required form, i.e., U ; = ui0jt-'lOb-j*. Further, in the first path it assumes that the string 2 as defined above is of the form z l n , in the second path it assumes that the string z is of the form ~l~-' O l " -~ for some IC, ana in the third path it assumes that the string x has at least two zeroes in its last n bits. On any of these three paths, the T M scans the &ring ui in the following way. Aborts if not. And in the end it verifies the length of Y' and accepts/rejects accordingly.
Note that the above 1-NL T M is a strong nondeterministic T M , i.e., on any input it is never the case that it accepts in one path and rejects in some other, and for every input there is path in which it accepts or rejects.
We now define a coded version of the set B using the function 1. starts the computation of 1 on y, and the computation of I on its output, and so on. It also keeps checking if the first hit of the output of any copy of I is 0. If yes, then it starts the computation of a special TM M' on this output and outputs the output of M'. It can simulate all the copies within the available space as t,he space requirements are halved for every next copy, essentially as described in [lo, 11 . Eventually, all the computatioiis halt, and if any of them aborts then the T M also aborts, if all of them accept then the T M also accepts otherwise rejects. On the second path also the T M does the same simulation but without outputting any string. If any of the computations aborts then the T M ab'orts, if all the computations accept then the T M rejects otherwise outputs 22 and accepts. As for the T M M ' , it just deletes the trailing zeroes and the last one from the input string. So, it does the following. On encountering any 1 in the input, it starts counting the number of zeroes after it without outputting. If it encounters another 1 then it outputs 1 followed by the number of zeroes counted, otherwise stops. It is clear that M' needs only logspace and a single scan of the input to compute its output.
Let A be any other set in the <kNL-degree of B . We want tci show that B &TL A. Since code(B) belongs to the same <kNL-degree and this degree co- We now define the notion of ( k , b)-block-restricted computation sequences of 1-L T M s exactly as defined for l-NL TMs. By exactly following the proof of a similar result in [l] , we can show that for arij 1-L T M M , there exists a logspace procedure SE& that on input l", with n greater than a constant n~) computes a (2n, 2b)-block-restricted computation sequence Seq = CO, C1, . . . , C2"+1 of M on strings of size n2 and 2n sets 11, I 2 , . . ., 12, satisfying the following conditions. 
Using the above kind of block-restricted computation sequences of A41 , we can define the following 1-1) reduction, 91, of code(B) to itself.
On input y, compute n = 2r'OglYll (this number can be easily computed from the string lrlogn,l written on the worktape). If n is less t,han no, output some fixed string in code(B or in code(B) depending on whether cedure SE& on input 1". Find out the values of T and b. Now, output 10'lbO and for ev- We have also shown that if DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) then 'several' <kNL-degrees coincide with <g'-degrees. Can this result be strengthened to show that if DSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n) then every <kNL-degree coincides with a &'-degree?
Unfortunately, proving such a result is as hard as proving DSPACE(n) # NSPACE(n). This is because there exists at least one <kNL-degree that does not coincide with any i;'-degree.
This degree is the smallest <kNL-degree, i.e., the <kNL-degree containing the finite sets. By Lemma 3.7, if this degree coincides with a <;' -degree then any two sets in the degree would reduce to each other via size-increasing reductions. However, this is not possible as the degree contains finite sets.
An important corollary of our result is the upward separation given in the Corollary 3.9. It is easy to obtain downward separation results, i.e., to show that if two classes C1 and C2 are distinct then some other two classes that are properly contained in C1 and Ca respectively are also distinct. An example is that if E # NE then P # NP. However, it has been hard to show an upward separation, i.e., if two classes C1 and C2 are distinct then two classes that properly contain C1 and C: ! respectively are also distinct. Corollary 3.9 provides several such results-one each for every class closed under logspace reductions and properly contained in DSPACE(n), e.g., DLOG, NLOG, DSPACE(log2 n ) , NSPACE(log2 n ) , . . . etc.
For logspace and polynomial-time complete degrees, we have been able to show only one direction of a possible characterization, and that too for some classes only. It would be interesting to know if there is a class C such that the <&-complete degree of C coincides with the <:g-complete degree of C iff E = DSPACE(n).
